
Mobi-Chair®
Floating Beach Wheelchair

www.mobi-chair.com

The Mobi-Chair® is a high quality, amphibious rolling beach 
chair that provides a seamless transition from boardwalk-to 
beach-to water.

The Mobi-Chair® was designed with everyone in mind. Wheelchair users,
people with special needs, or even children can benefit from the 
convenience, portability and comfort of the Mobi-Chair®.
Mobi-Chair® is the ultimate partner for leisure time and entertainment. 
The aluminum frame and stainless steel parts are corrosion free 
from salt water and the floatational wheels and armrests provide an 
unprecedented experience due to their stable buoyant design. The 
Mobi-Chair® is suitable for use at the beach and in swimming pools.

Confortable and Aesthetics
The Mobi-Chair® is physically and visually pleasing due to its quality and
appearance. Users are able to recline in a comfortable position while
riding, bathing or sitting for extended periods of time. The attractive 
fabric is non-allergenic, UV resistant, water resistant and ventilated for 
quick drying.

Maneuverability
Mobi-Chair® provides a comfortable ride. The rubber pneumatic tires 
absorb the shock and discomfort caused by rugged terrain, and it 
provides easy mobility through sand and other rough surfaces.

Floatability
The armrests and wheels are comprised of floatation materials that 
enable balance while bathing in the water. The integrated handles on 
the armrests provide added stability while enjoying the ride on land or 
in the water. 

Convenient Transport
Transportation and storage is convenient. Mobi-Chair® is quickly 
assembled or disassembled by operating the quick release pins and 
joints without tools. It can easily fit into any vehicle. 

Mobility Material
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Mobi-Fence™Mobi-Ramp™Recpath™ Helipad™

Although the Mobi-Chair® 
floats, it is not a boat. The 
sitting position is stable 
and you won’t slip out 
of the Mobi-Chair under 
normal conditions of use.

However, for safety 
reasons, a life jacket is 
required for non swimmers 
(this may also be required 
by law). The Mobi-Chair® 
is not intended for areas 
with current or strong 
waves.

Pull up ring

Quick release knob

Waterproof back pocketSeat Belt 

3 different seat adjustments

fold flat – no tool needed

Mobi-Chair® Technical Data

Folding frame aluminum frame & stainless fork and hardware, salt water resistant

Chair Dim.
Width Length Height Weight

42" 60" 50" 66 lbs

Seat Dim.
Width Depth Height Max load capacity

18'' 17'' 19'' 300 lbs

Adjustable backrest 3 positions 

Seat color blue

Seat fabric UV Resistant, Water Resistant Ventilated + Non Allergenic

Detachable Armrest PVC Flip up -  detachable floatting armrest - low pressure

Front wheel 12" x 6-1/2» Rubber Pneumatic Tire*1 w/quick release

Reer wheel 16" x 7-1/2» Rubber Pneumatic Tire*2 w/quick release
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Usine de Bourisson BP 40020 - 16400 La Couronne - France
Tél. + 33 (0) 545 677 030 - Fax. + 33 (0) 545 678 160

deschamps@deschamps.fr
mobi-mat-civil-access-deschamps.com

ADA
Compliant

www.mobi-mat.com www.mobi-chair.com

Discover our complete range on mobi-mat-civil-access-deschamps.com


